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Abstract: Security of energy supply, environmental protection and 
competitiveness are the three objectives set and results on the energy 
strategy adopted by EU countries. Increasing the number of inhabitants 
and the important technological leaps have recently created a major 
global issues regarding coverage of rising energy needs. Near future 
should find new methods and techniques capitalization of renewable 
resources, reducing CO2 emissions and greenhouse gases leading to 
global warming at an accelerated pace, I can say even a galloping pace. 
For environmental protection, Romania needs to reduce soil pollution 
and greenhouse gases emitted by livestock farming sector. The 
environment is and should remain permanently in individual and 
community attention. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Energy sector, major component of economic infrastructure, 
represent the development of the country. In the context of current energy, 
sustainable development involves meeting energy demands, not by 
increasing its supply (except for renewable energy supply), but by reducing 
consumption, by improving technology, by restructuring the economy and 
by changing attitudes regarding energy efficiency. 

Energy and environment were the subject of major concern 
worldwide in recent years. 

The main condition for sustainable development, in energetic field, 
is to achieve increasingly higher environmental standards for all economic 
activities and reduce the negative impact of energetic field over the 
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environment, while adopting an attitude oriented quality improvement 
environmental factors. 

Energy strategy established and adopted by EU countries has three 
main objectives:  

• Security of energy supply;  
• Competitiveness; 
• Environmental protection. 

The main renewable energy resources of Romania are solar, wind, 
biomass and geothermal energy. Romania currently takes most of the 
hydropower resources of renewable energy. 
 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Increasing the number of inhabitants and the important technological 

leaps have recently created a major global issues regarding coverage of 
rising energy needs. Thus, globally each year it consume the equivalent of 
about 10,000 million tons of oil, of which more than 90% from burning 
fossil fuels. The rate of depletion of these fossil fuels is estimated to be: Oil-
30 years, gas-50 years, coal-200-220 years. 

Near future should find new methods and techniques capitalization 
of renewable resources, reducing CO2 emissions and greenhouse gases 
leading to global warming at an accelerated pace, I can say even a galloping 
pace. 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Currently, about 85-90% of energy consumed annually on Earth, is 
produced by burning fossil fuels. In 2030, it is estimated that in terms of 
source used, the structure of energy production will be approximately as 
follows: 

- 65…70% from combustion of conventional fuels; 
- 10…15% of nuclear fission; 
- 5…10% of renewable energy;  
- 3…5% of hydraulic energy. 
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 Romania should encourage investment in alternative energy sources, 
such as the share of electricity produced from renewable energy to gross 
national electricity consumption to reach 33% by 2015, equivalent to a total 
value of 21.4 TWh. 
 
Environmental performance: 

• reducing greenhouse gases emitted by livestock farming sector in 
Romania; 

• reduce soil pollution, of surface water and groundwater by 
improving organic residues managemnt in livestock farms; 

• pathogenic better control by anaerobic digestion of organic residues 
from farms; 

• supporting major polluting firm of Romania to meet EU 
environmental requirements and Romania.  

Profit:  
• reduce heating costs by using biogas farm product; 
• generating high-quality compost used as a substitute for chemical 

fertilizers in agriculture; 
• biogas sale to other consumers (in cooperation with energy suppliers 

and local authorities) or for potential use as a fuel for electricity 
generation; 

• improve the image of the farm market and increase their 
competitiveness in Europe. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Environmental protection was a concern of man since ancient times, 
even primitive man ensure his ordering of the environment, at least around 
and inside the premises which they lived. 

Regardless of how it is defined, the environment is and should 
remain permanently in individual and community attention. Protect the 
environment from greenhouse gases has become a permanent coordinated 
social attitudes of the planet. 

Environmental protection and sustainable development are 
inseparable concepts which can not only promote the fact together and 
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coordinated. Environmental protection creates prerequisites for self-healing 
the factors of development through it`s own feedback on natural 
ecosystems, it is the foundation of sustainable development. 
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